PH.D. ECONOMETRICS III (CAUSAL INFERENCE)

SYLLABUS

ECON 7175-01, 3 credit hours
Spring 2020
TR 2-3:15 P.M. in Tilton Hall 307

Instructor: Professor Patrick Button
Department of Economics
School of Liberal Arts
Tulane University

Pronouns: He/Him/His

Office: Tilton Hall 205 (I will not be here so this is pretty irrelevant right now.)
Office hours: Drop in hours on Saturdays 4 to 5 pm via Zoom: tulane.zoom.us/j/940926677
Appointments: patrickbutton.youcanbook.me
Email: pbutton@tulane.edu (preferred, I regularly check 9-5, M-F, and a few times on weekends)
Twitter: @ProfPButton

Course Description

This course builds somewhat on the content of PhD Econometrics I, and II, which is taught concurrently. This course covers methodologies that would be in any applied microeconometricians “toolbox”. These include regression control, instrumental variables, experiments, panel methods, difference-in-differences, synthetic control case studies, regression discontinuity design, and propensity score matching. The course will cover the basic theory, applications, and best practices. Students will put these techniques into practice with actual data sets, using Stata, and will flesh out their own research proposal that incorporates one or more of these techniques.

Prerequisites and Corequisites

The prerequisite for this course is ECON 7160 (PhD Econometrics I). The co-requisite (should be taken at the same time as this course) for economics PhD students is ECON 7170 (PhD Econometrics II). Students who are not in the economics PhD program are welcome to continue to take this course without also having enrolled in ECON 7170.Registering in that course at the same time will be helpful but is not required. There are a few topics that I build upon that are covered in ECON 7170, so for those of you not in that course, you may have to do some extra readings on your own or attend some of the lectures for that course.

If you would like to take this course but are outside the economics PhD program then please contact me, if you have not already, so we can discuss. Generally, I let some students into this course that have an econometrics or statistics background and are looking to learn more about policy analysis. This includes, for example, some M.A. in Economics students or exceptional undergraduates, and Ph.D. students in Accounting, Business, Political Science, and Sociology.

In this course I will assume that you have significant exposure to linear regression and related statistical methods, such as maximum likelihood. The methodologies I will cover will build off of this. Those who have difficulty understanding basic concepts such as hypothesis testing, regression coefficients, standard errors, asymptotics, and maximum likelihood, will need to brush up
on these concepts as you will fall behind in your understanding if you do not understand these basics. Please ask for help if you feel like you’re getting too lost (some amount of being lost is normal, since econometrics courses are always difficult). The first midterm is a good test of how you are doing in the course, as you’ll see that my exam questions focus more on intuition.

Program Outcomes

This course is fundamental to your entire Ph.D. program. The vast majority of you will need to estimate the effects of policies, laws, or programs in a way that gets close to the estimation of the causal effect. The techniques taught in this course are fundamental to the toolbox of any applied economist. Almost all students write empirical papers as a part of their dissertation, and they all use one or more of the techniques I will be teaching you in this class. I will also be introducing you to how to use Stata for applied work and for research. While R is also great, using Stata is more common and the vast majority of students need to learn it well as soon as possible.

Learning Outcomes

After completing this course, students will be able to...

– **Regression Control**
  – Explain the pitfalls of the “Kitchen Sink” regression approach.
  – Explain how omitted variables can bias OLS estimates.
  – Explain how measurement error can bias OLS estimates.
  – Explain how simultaneity makes it difficult to estimate causal effects or isolate demand or supply curve.
  – “Sign” the bias from omitted variables, measurement error, and simultaneity in an example.

– **Standard Errors and Weighting**
  – Explain why “robust” standard errors are more realistic than “raw” standard errors.
  – Estimate robust standard errors and clustered standard errors in Stata (extremely easy).
  – Argue what asymptotic assumptions are necessary to estimate standard errors, and how bootstrapping gets around this.
  – Explain bootstrapping intuitively to senior undergraduates taking econometrics.
  – Apply bootstrapping using Stata or R.
  – Explain why Monte Carlo experiments are useful to compare methodologies.
  – Explain the concept of a cluster and how it affects the estimation of standard errors.
  – Discuss when weighting a regression (using survey weights) is appropriate and when it may not be (as per Solon, Haider and Wooldridge (2015)).
  – Estimate weighted and unweighted means and regressions in Stata.

– **Instrumental Variables**
  – Explain how IV is a possible solution to omitted variables, endogeneity, and measurement error.
– Explain the identifying assumptions of IV and what happens when they are violated.
– Explain what happens when instruments are weak.
– Explain why IV may be necessary in the context of the classical experiment.
– Explain the concept of non-compliance and the local average treatment effect (LATE).
– Identify instruments as either “good” or “bad” based on if they violate the IV assumptions, are weak, or provide LATE estimates without external validity.
– Run IV and two-stage least squares (2SLS) in Stata (see Nichols (2007)).
– Conduct tests of weak instruments and over-identification tests and explain why they are important.
– Explain reasons why the IV/2SLS estimates and the OLS estimates may differ (e.g., bias, measurement error, LATE).

– **Experiments**
  – Explain how experiments generate unbiased estimates and avoid the earlier problems that plague regression control.
  – Explain how compliance affects the estimation of treatment effects.
  – Explain what must be done in situations of imperfect compliance.
  – Contrast “intent-to-treat” (ITT) and “treatment-on-the-treated” (TOT) estimates. What do they measure and how are they related?
  – Explain why it is necessary to show that baseline characteristics are the same for the treatment and control groups.
  – Assess the external validity of an experiment (e.g., field experiment vs. lab experiment)

– **Difference-in-Differences**
  – Explain what panel data is and why it is useful.
  – Assess whether fixed effects or random effect is more appropriate, appealing largely to arguments about omitted variables.
  – Determine which controls would not be required (i.e. they drop out) when first differences or fixed effects are used.
  – Contrast the first difference and fixed effects.
  – Explain concepts like “within-group variation”
  – Explain a simple difference-in-differences to my undergraduate students (it’s possible and not hard) using a 2 by 2 grid, an intuitive explanation, and an example.
  – Explain intuitively, and using an example, what variation fixed effects control for and what variation time effects control for.
  – Explain what variation is not controlled for under a DiD or DiDiD and what possible variation or shocks remain as threats to the casual estimate.
  – Explain a DiDiD, including what two-way fixed effects capture.
  – Assess to what extent policies analyzed in a DiD or DiDiD could be endogenous, and discuss how the sign could be signed.
  – Understand why standard errors should be clustered at the level of policy variation, and what happens when you don’t do this, i.e. Bertrand, Duflo and Mullainathan (2004).
– Understand why the above clustering is a poor approach with few treated units (i.e. Cameron, Gelbach and Miller (2008), Conley and Taber (2011)).

– Explain what two-way or multi-way clustering is (i.e. Cameron, Gelbach and Miller (2011)).

– Explain what time trends are and why they are fundamental to DiD studies.

– Explain the “Parallel Paths” assumption, and the weaker assumptions such as “Parallel Growth” (as in Mora and Reggio (2019)).

– Speculate, using an example (e.g., Acemoglu and Angrist (2001)) if there are likely to be time trends that are differential for the treatment and control groups.

– Estimate DiD and DiDiD models in Stata both with and without time trends.

– Assess if there appear to be time trends in aggregate by creating an event study figure.

– Assess if treatment effects would appear in levels or in growth rates, and if time trends would attenuate estimates or not (see Meer and West (2016)).

– Understand how the average DiD estimate is a weighted combination of all 2x2 estimates (i.e. Goodman-Bacon (2019a)).

– Conduct a Bacon decomposition using Stata

– **Synthetic Control Case Studies**

  – Explain the “synthetic control” approach in an intuitive way to undergraduate students (it’s possible).

  – Explain how the control group (synthetic control) is constructed.

  – Understand how inference is done with this technique.

  – Explain how the control group under synthetic control differs from the control group under panel DiD.

  – Discuss how the methodology has evolved since the seminal Abadie, Diamond and Hainmueller (2010) paper (e.g., how to deal with covariates, how to better construct control groups, how to better deal with multiple outcomes, how to incorporate more than one treated group).

– **Regression Discontinuity Design**

  – Explain the difference between a “sharp” and a “fuzzy” RD.

  – Explain how the treatment effects estimated with RD are “local” (i.e. local average treatment effect, or LATE)

  – Contrast RD with an actual experiment, explaining how it is similar and what assumptions are necessary for to to be similar.

  – Estimate a discontinuity in Stata using the most up-to-date non-parametric methods

  – Understand best practices for when the assignment variable is discrete (e.g., use parametric methods, cluster as per Lee and Card (2008)).

  – Understand why there is so much model uncertainty for parametric estimation of RD (see Button (2016)).
– Test for possible manipulation of the assignment variable using the McCrary (2008) or Frandsen (2017) density test, along with testing the continuity of covariates.
– Explain other issues with the assignment variable, such as heaping-bias (Barreca, Lindo and Waddell, 2016) and rounding errors (Dong, 2015).

– **Propensity Score Matching**
  – Understand intuitively how p-score matching works.
  – Understand which Stata program(s) could be used to conduct p-score matching in Stata.
  – Discuss to what extent p-score provides causal estimates.

– **Other Learning Outcomes**
  – Describe some of the “Ten Commandments of Applied Econometrics”.
  – Understand at least two issues with survey data, such as item non-response, seam bias, attrition, mis-reporting, etc.
  – Explain to their parents the fundamental problem of causal inference.
  – Read applied papers more efficiently
  – Seek out, accept, and incorporate criticism of their research, and make revisions to improve their research.
  – Critique, or ask useful questions about, the research of others
  – Use Stata to conduct causal inference, using OLS, DiD, RD, IV, synthetic control, and p-score matching.
  – Better motivate research projects.
  – Identify gaps in the literature.
  – Understand the general structure of empirical research papers.

**Lectures on Zoom**

Here is the information on how to access the course lectures on Zoom. This is a permanent link for all the course lectures, so you may just want to bookmark the URL or add all this to your calendar.

  Topic: 01-Sp20-Econometrics III
  Time: Mar 24, 2020 02:00 PM Central Time (US and Canada)
  Every week on Tue, Thu, until Apr 28, 2020, 8 occurrence(s)
  Mar 24, 2020 02:00 PM
  Mar 31, 2020 02:00 PM
  Apr 2, 2020 02:00 PM
  Apr 14, 2020 02:00 PM
  Apr 16, 2020 02:00 PM
  Apr 21, 2020 02:00 PM
  Apr 23, 2020 02:00 PM
  Apr 28, 2020 02:00 PM

Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system. Weekly:

https://tulane.zoom.us/meeting/vJYrduqhQtPlAh8TSWVCv0rhAeKf3c3scyBw/ics?icsToken=98tyKuiqDopE9OWuF_9a7Qta531b8_ms1BA8pdqzjzTuzJbQwzw2eERIb1Mm=1B
Join Zoom Meeting [https://tulane.zoom.us/j/126139738](https://tulane.zoom.us/j/126139738)
Meeting ID: 126 139 738
One tap mobile +13126266799,,126139738# US (Chicago)
+16465588656,,126139738# US (New York)

Dial by your location
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
+1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
+1 253 215 8782 US
+1 301 715 8592 US
Meeting ID: 126 139 738
Find your local number: [https://tulane.zoom.us/u/adiUI4ncsW](https://tulane.zoom.us/u/adiUI4ncsW)

Drop-In Office Hours

I have drop in office hours now, in addition to booked office hours using [patrickbutton.youcanbook.me](http://patrickbutton.youcanbook.me). These drop in office hours do not require an appointment. You’ll start in a waiting room and then I’ll pull you into a one on one meeting. Below is the Zoom information for this. For now these are on Saturdays from 4 pm to 5 pm until (and including) April 11. After April 11, if the city re-opens, I will switch from Saturday to another day.

Topic: Metrics III - Optional Drop in Office Hours
Time: Mar 21, 2020 04:00 PM Central Time (US and Canada)
Every week on Sat, until Apr 11, 2020, 4 occurrence(s)
Mar 21, 2020 04:00 PM
Mar 28, 2020 04:00 PM
Apr 4, 2020 04:00 PM
Apr 11, 2020 04:00 PM

Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system.
Weekly: [https://tulane.zoom.us/meeting/tJAtfuuuqDwtL0edXYRU1E4dBi1iVJ4Bxg/ics?icsToken=98tyKuCsrjIoHNKS1t39c7Iva5n4b9_21l10er4diP3QUgUH2iI_H_Out0GO2dCN-B](https://tulane.zoom.us/meeting/tJAtfuuuqDwtL0edXYRU1E4dBi1iVJ4Bxg/ics?icsToken=98tyKuCsrjIoHNKS1t39c7Iva5n4b9_21l10er4diP3QUgUH2iI_H_Out0GO2dCN-B)

Join Zoom Meeting [https://tulane.zoom.us/j/940926677](https://tulane.zoom.us/j/940926677)
Meeting ID: 940 926 677
One tap mobile +16465588656,,940926677# US (New York)
+13126266799,,940926677# US (Chicago)

Dial by your location
+1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
+1 253 215 8782 US
+1 301 715 8592 US
Booking Office Hours

In addition to the drop in office hours, you can also book times with me using [patrickbutton.youcanbook.me](https://patrickbutton.youcanbook.me). There are several times available there, but if you can’t find a time that works then please email me. I am working with Tulane IT to link my Zoom account with my youcanbook.me account (they need to authorize my request). Once I do so, with your booking it’ll automatically email us the zoom meeting link. Until then, use this URL for the meetings: [https://tulane.zoom.us/j/7889715349](https://tulane.zoom.us/j/7889715349).

Text and Reading Materials

The required textbooks for this course are:


In the list of readings below, I refer to these books as MHE and MM, respectively. MM is a follow-up to MHE. They are similar but MM is less technical. I suggest you read both, but you may find one or the other more useful depending on your technical background in econometrics. Start with MM first and then read MHE. My lectures tend to follow MM must more heavily, since I favor intuition. These books are available at the bookstore and are relatively cheap compared to other textbooks.

There are also two required “textbooks” that are both free PDF e-books. One is by Scott Cunningham entitled “Casual Inference: The Mixtape”. This is available at [https://scunning.com/cunningham_mixtape.pdf](https://scunning.com/cunningham_mixtape.pdf). In the list of readings below, I refer to this as “Mixtape”. You should read the whole thing eventually, but I indicated below which parts of this correspond to which content in the course.

The second is by Austin Nichols entitled “Casual Inference: Measuring the Effect of X on y”. This is available at [http://pped.org/cimexy.pdf](http://pped.org/cimexy.pdf). In the list of readings below, I refer to this as “Causal Inference”. You should read the whole thing eventually, but I indicated below which parts of this correspond to which content in the course.

In addition the following books are also helpful for reference and are useful for all graduate students to have:


There is one required reading from Wooldridge (Ch. 10). It’s not required that you buy these three books but owning them may will prove helpful. I often find myself referring to all three books. I don’t use Kennedy’s book as much as reference but it was a helpful book when I was learning econometrics. The book presents material in a different and intuitive way, and it covers issues you’d face in practice.

You may also find the following books useful to learn Stata:


In addition to the textbooks, there will be several other readings, all of which will be available through the course Canvas page (or I will send them to you another way). These readings are listed below under “Class Schedule and Readings”. These readings form a larger part of the required reading for the course. The textbooks above are more for background material or to be used as references. Some of the readings listed below will be required while others will be reference material. Students find this syllabus to be a useful reference later when they need to dig into methodologies more.

It is your responsibility to follow my announcements and do the readings. Not keeping up to date on readings will negatively affect your ability to achieve the student learning outcomes and will negatively affect your grade.

**Evaluation Criteria and Grades**

Success at achieving the learning outcomes above is measured through various course assignments and exams.

Final course grades will be based on the following breakdown:

- First Midterm (10%) (Tuesday Feb. 11)
- Second Midterm (10%) (Thursday Mar. 26)
- Cumulative Final Exam (25%) (Saturday May 9)
- Stata Problem Sets (4 total) (20%)
- Research Proposal (25%)
- Class Presentation - Research Proposal (5%)
- Activities (5%)

In determining your final letter grade, I will first calculate a percentage grade based on the above criteria. Then I will convert this final percentage grade to a final letter grade as follows:

- A = 93% to 100%, A- = 90% to 92.99%
- B+ = 87% to 89.99%, B = 83% to 86.99%, B- = 80% to 82.99%
- F = 0% to 79.99%

Note that I do not round grades up if you are close to a cut-off or otherwise tweak grades (e.g., apply a curve). I would prefer not to add subjectivity into the process as this is not fair, especially since research suggests that this kind of grade rounding is more likely to be biased against minorities or women. Please do not ask me to do this.

Below are more details on each individual evaluation criteria.
Midterm Exams

There are two midterm exams, one on **Tuesday Feb. 11** and one on **Thursday Mar. 26**. These are scheduled for the entire class time and will start right when class starts. Each midterm is normally about five short answer questions.

These midterms, and all my other questions, including comprehensive exam questions, focus on short-answer questions where you discuss methodologies. The questions focus on the intuition behind the methodologies and the way that the methodologies can generate causal estimates. There may also be questions on best practices (e.g., what should you do in this situation). I rarely ask questions that require you write out matrix algebra. Rather, I will ask you write your regression equations or perhaps write out how your regression would look if you programmed it in Stata. I do not give questions where you derive estimators or do proofs. Thus, this course is different from your other econometrics or statistics courses. Students often do better or worse on the first midterm than they expect as they get used to discussing intuitive concepts around identification, “treatment variation”, etc., rather than deriving estimators. This is a much different skill that needs to be developed.

If you know you cannot make the midterm please make arrangements with me in advance to reschedule it as soon as possible. Otherwise any missed midterms will result in a zero unless there was a legitimate emergency (that you can document in some way) that led to you being unable to attend the midterm. I am more relaxed about all these policies given the current COVID-19 crisis. I will work with you so you can take your exams.

Calculators area not necessary for any of my exams.

Logistics of Conducting the Midterm Exam Online

Here is information on how we will conduct Midterm 2 (and the final exam, if needed) online.

**Zoom URL:** I’ll have everyone sign into a Zoom room during the exam. This is so that I can provide updates to students via speaking or typing in the group chat. I can also have a “one on one” meeting with you if you have questions during the exam. Here is the URL for Midterm 2 on Zoom: [https://tulane.zoom.us/j/170356804](https://tulane.zoom.us/j/170356804)

**Timing:** I will post and email the exam at 2 pm on Canvas on Thursday April 26. You must then submit the exam via Canvas by 4 pm that day. I am not increasing the length of the exam (still 4-5 short answer questions) but rather I am giving extra time. So, you have two hours, of which some time (five minutes?) will be spent submitting the exam to me. Exams submitted after 4 pm could incur a penalty.

**Where do I download the exam?** I will post the exam on Canvas under Files - Exams. I will also email everyone to let them know the exam is posted, and I will also attach the exam file to that email.

**How do I take the exam?** Download the Word file to your computer. You will write the exam either by typing into that Word file (preferred) or by writing on paper and sending a scan of the exam to me (Genius Scan is a great smartphone app for this). You can also use a combination of both or even send graphs made in microsoft paint or another program. I don’t anticipate you needing to make graphs or draw things but feel free to use whatever method works for you so long as you use typical file formats and can send everything to me!

**How do I send you the exam?** I would prefer if you sent it to me on Canvas. On Canvas you can upload your files and submit them to me. Please use common file formats: Word (.doc, .docx, .rtf); PDF, and any common image files. If possible please combine everything into one file (e.g., paste images into the word file). Note that I do not have a mac and cannot accept files made in
Pages or other mac programs unless you save them in a format such as RTF or PDF that can be opened by word or Adobe Acrobat.

As a reminder, the exam is open book so you can use any resources you want. Please do not use the internet to communicate with anyone, but you can use it to download files such as reading and course notes, but try to have those on your computer or printed already.

**Plagiarism warning:** Please do not copy-paste any answers from the Google doc with practice questions or copy-paste or type anything word for word from web pages, papers, class notes etc. I can tell if you are writing things in your own words or just trying to recycle answers from elsewhere. I will be comparing the text of individual student answers to each other and to the Google doc. I will also be running these and other plagiarism checks using TurnitIn. I have caught graduate students plagiarising from papers in the past using this approach and I got one former M.A. student barred from applying for our Ph.D. student. In this case this was plagiarism of a research proposal but this concern applies here for the exam too.

**Can I ask you questions during the exam? How?** Yes, please ask me questions if I can help clarify! I have set up a zoom conference call for us ([JoinURL:https://tulane.zoom.us/j/170356804](https://tulane.zoom.us/j/170356804)). We can put everyone on mute (video optional) and then when you have a question, you can either type it into the group chat (if you’re ok with others seeing the question), type it to me individually, email it to me, or you I can pull you into a “one on one” zoom chat and we can discuss. If I think the answer needs to be seen by the entire class then I’ll type it into the group chat or make an announcement (probably typing would be less disruptive to you).

**Cumulative Final Exam**

About half of the content of the final exam will be material that was not covered by the midterm exams (think a “Midterm 3”). The other half will be content from earlier in the course (i.e. “cumulative”), focusing on major concepts and anything that came up multiple times. The “cumulative” final exam questions are similar to comprehensive exam questions for my portion of the Econometrics comprehensive exam. The final exam is scheduled for **Saturday May 9 from 1 P.M. – 5 P.M.** in our normal classroom. If we are still doing courses via Zoom this this will be an open book exam you do at home, just like the midterm. If we do move back to in-person classes (seems unlikely), I might be able to still work with you if you need to take the exam remotely.

**Stata Problem Sets**

A fundamental goal of this course is for you to learn how to apply the techniques in class to actual data, using Stata. Mastering Stata is crucial if you plan to do any applied econometrics research in the future (most of you will). Problem sets will focus on topics such as summary statistics and ordinary least squares (OLS), difference-in-differences (DD), synthetic control (or extensions to DiD), and regression discontinuity design (RD). Not all problem sets will have equal weight.

However, R is also very popular and useful, and some of you are in fields other than economics (e.g., political science), where other programs may be the standard. You are welcome to use another program other that Stata, however I cannot provide you with any support. If you plan to use another program, you will have to see if programs or code are available that allow you to do the estimation. Sometimes only Stata code (or only R code) is available for certain procedures.

You can work alone, but I suggest that you work in pairs, or in groups of three to complete the Stata problem sets. It is useful to work together with others as that improves learning. Please hand in only one assignment per group. While you may want to split up the assignment such that everyone does certain questions I highly suggest that everyone attempt each question and know
how complete it. Simply copying another student’s work without doing the problem yourself will be extremely detrimental to your ability to learn Stata.

These Stata problem sets can be submitted by emailing them to the TA, Ziqi Xie (zxie@tulane.edu, attaching the files below). When emailing him, please CC your group members. Please attach the following:

1. A typed document that summarizes your answers or presents your tables or figures (.doc, .docx, or PDF).

2. Your Stata code (please annotate it so anyone can follow along)


You will need access to a computer with Stata. If you don’t get your own copy, then you can use Stata on the computers in Tilton 307, but those computers are rather outdated. Realistically you should get a Stata license that covers your entire graduate program. Probably getting a perpetual license is best.

I won’t be providing direct guidance on how to learn and use Stata. If you need assistance or have Stata-related questions, I would discuss with the TA first since he is going to be charge of grading these problem sets. His name is Ziqi Xie and his email is zxie@tulane.edu. You can email him to book an appointment.

There are lots of resources available for learning Stata on your own. Stata Corp. has a list of excellent web-based tutorials for learning how to use Stata: https://www.stata.com/teaching-with-stata/ and https://www.stata.com/links/resources-for-learning-stata/

For example, here are Stata cheat-sheets that are useful for beginners: https://www.stata.com/bookstore/statacheatsheets.pdf

There are also useful Stata resources here: http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/Stata/examples/greene/default.htm and http://fmwww.bc.edu/gstat/examples/wooldridge/wooldridge.html

The problem sets will be graded by the TA, Ziqi Xie (zxie@tulane.edu).

Research Proposal

It is very important for your success in your program for you to get started on research as soon as possible. Usually the summer after your first year of the Ph.D. program is kind of odd, where you may not have things to do. I suggest that after you take a break of at least a week, you get started on some research.

To get you set up to work on research over the summer, I would like you to develop a research project. Ideally this project would become a field paper or dissertation paper later. If you get a head start this way, then you’ll do better on the job market later or will finish your dissertation sooner. You can do this research proposal on your own or with a partner. If you have a partner, the length of the required proposal doubles, and your presentation will be twice as long. See more details below. If you want to have a group larger than two, then please discuss this with me.

[Other useful things to do over the summer in addition to continuing to develop your research: teach a course if you can (I taught a summer course at my alma mater), learn \LaTeX, Stata, R, or GIS, do RA work for a professor, get in better physical and mental health, take intensive English courses (for non-native speakers).]

One hard requirement for the research proposal is that it must be empirical, where, using data, you attempt to estimate a causal effect of a policy/law/program/event. While you can add theory to the paper (often the best papers present or develop a theory, and then test the theory on data),
I don’t do theory and can’t really give you feedback on that. This also isn’t a theory course. So, this project needs to be empirical, using data, and ideally using a technique we will cover in class (difference-in-differences is the most common but any causal method is fine.)

This research proposal is the most important part of this course, not only because it receives the most weight in the grading criteria, but also because it is the most useful in gauging your ability to do research and is the most related to teaching you how to do research. I also often have faculty ask me which graduate students would be good to work with. They ask me because my course is the best course in the core requirements that aligns with research methodology or research preparation. I give faculty my candid opinions on students and how you are doing or how you did at the research proposal forms the largest basis of my assessment.

Gradual Development of the Proposal

You will start by coming up with a “pitch” for one or more research ideas. You’ll first run those by your classmates outside of class. Then, run it by the TA, Ziqi Xie (zxie@tulane.edu). Any pitch that seems to have survived the scrutiny of your classmates and Ziqi can then be sent to me over email. I would like a few paragraphs for each pitch. You must address the following to the best of your ability at this stage:

1. What is your specific research question that you want to answer?
2. What has been done before on this topic and how would your study contribute to existing knowledge? What does your study add that is unique?
3. What is the general approach you’ll use (e.g., difference-in-differences, experiment)?
4. What data source(s) would you use? Does the data exist such that you can actually do this?

At this “pitch” stage, I don’t expect everyone to have concrete answers to all those questions. But I won’t let you move forward on a project until I am convinced that all the above points are addressed.

Once I get your pitch(es), we will discuss them over email and/or in person. Probably only one out of three of your research ideas, on average, will be a good idea. This is normal. So, expect me to reject some of your pitches or ask you to revise them significantly to clarify your contribution, methodology, or feasibility (i.e. is there actually data that exists to study this.) You can of course continue to send me pitches until we find one that works for you. Even later in the process, if it becomes clear that your proposed idea won’t work, then you can start over again with a fresh pitch.

There is no set deadline for when you need to send me your pitch(es). The earlier you start the process, the better. You will fail at this if you don’t start early. This is not an assignment that you can try to finish in a week, or even a month. Developing research topics requires continuous input and revisions over a longer time period. While it would be nice to have full exposure to all the research methodologies we will cover before developing your pitches, my suggestion is to read the entire Mastering Metrics book in January, so that you have the intuition behind all the methodologies that you could use.

After I approve your pitch, you can start on the proposal. Your proposal will have content and be formatted as detailed in the sub-sections below. I am willing to provide feedback on your proposal as you develop it. I am willing to “grade” your proposal once before you submit the final version. What I will do during this grading is grade it as if it’s the final version, applying the
grading rubric. I will then give detailed comments based on the rubric. This will give you a sense of what you need to improve. If you submit a draft to me that you want graded in this way, then please let me know explicitly that you would like it graded. You can also get feedback from the TA, Ziqi Xie (zxie@tulane.edu), and I will require you to do so before I do this interim grading. I also recommend that you have your classmates look over your drafts as well. I should never be the first person to read a draft. If the draft has obvious major errors, then I’ll just reject it and will be reluctant to look at your work in the future. However, if you make consistent progress and outline to me what you’re looking for feedback on, then I am often excited to provide feedback. The effort and organization you put in gets reflected in my effort and focus when I provide comments.

Outside of formally giving you this interim grade once, I am happy to comment on your proposal or answer your questions. If you would like feedback in this way, then please email me with specific questions so I know what to focus on. Whenever you submit updated drafts to me, please provide me with a summary of changes you’ve made to respond to my feedback. The most organized you are in working with me, the better feedback you will get from me.

I will also be available over the summer to provide comments on your research proposal if you decide to continue working on it. But I suggest that you talk to other faculty about your proposal, especially if the research is in a field that I am less experienced in. They may be better suited to provide comments on it as you work on it. Even during this course, you are welcome and encouraged to talk to other faculty about your proposed projects. This is especially important for those of you in fields outside of economics (e.g., political science).

Content and Grading of the Proposal

Once I give you the go-ahead to continue developing one of your ideas, you can start writing up a proposal. Your proposal must have the following:

- An introduction that motivates your project: What is the larger issue or thing we don’t know, what are you proposing to do to study it, and why does this help answer that question? I.e. why should I care about your study? “Selling” your research is an exceptionally important skill. It is very important that you make clear what you propose to research and how it will contribute something new.

- A data section that describes the data you will use.

- A methodology section that explains the methodology you will use. This would explain your main regression(s) and not the methodology for every sub-analysis or robustness/sensitivity check. You will need to present regression equation(s) and explain them, including explaining and justifying control variables, etc. Aim to use the most up-to-date methodology. This sections should mirror methodology sections in academic papers but yours would be more concise and less polished at this stage.

I will grade the proposal using the rubric that I have uploaded the Canvas. The rubric scores your proposal out of 10, with 2 points each for content, policy implications, contribution, feasibility, and structure/grammar/references. These categories are detailed in the rubric document.

Formatting for the Proposal

The formatting requirements for the proposal are as follows:
1. Minimum 2,000 words and maximum 4,000 words (unless otherwise authorized). This corresponds to roughly 4 to 8 single-spaced pages. This word count excludes the references section and any tables, figures, or brief appendix material that you might include. Early drafts submitted for feedback, before the final submission, do not need to follow this word requirement but should attempt to. (For those of you doing this in pairs, I want 4,000 to 8,000 words and you’ll need to be in touch with me and the TA more often to get feedback on intermediate drafts).

2. 1 inch margins on all sides.

3. 11 or 12 point font (Times New Roman, Arial, Calibri, or Computer Modern, which is the LaTeX default font).

4. I don’t have a double/single spacing preference.

5. Citations must use Chicago Author-Date (which AEA uses) or APA format, unless otherwise authorized (e.g., political science may use something else). You must use in-text citations like “Smith (2005) finds...” or “The ACA increased access to health insurance (Smith, 2005)” and include a references section at the end. This references section does not count towards your word count.

6. The proposal must be written either as a Microsoft Word document (and saved as a .doc or .docx) or as a Google Doc that you’ll share with me (giving me access to EDIT, see Google doc sharing instructions below.) I will only accept PDF documents if you used LaTeX to create the PDF. PDFs are harder to read and comment on but I want to support students who are learning LaTeX, so I am happy to accept assignments created through LaTeX. But please do not save and submit Word or Google Doc files saved as PDFs.

I reserve the right to take off points on final submissions that do not comply with these formatting requirements. If you submit a draft for feedback and it is not formatted correctly, then I may reject looking at it until it is fixed.

For those in political science or other fields, where you may be in your second or third year and thus have more developed research ideas, you can either pitch a new idea or I can provide feedback on an extension or development of existing work. We can discuss so as to best modify this assignment to suit your needs. I am very flexible here and we will come up with an individualized plan. Note that all projects must be empirical, using some causal inference method.

Similarly, if you are an economics Ph.D. student and already have some existing empirical work that perhaps you started during previous study, we can discuss if it makes sense for you to continue working on that instead of coming up with a new proposal. Please discuss with me so we can best come up with a plan that develops your research trajectory.

**Class Presentation - Research Proposal**

You will present your research idea from your proposal in a 10 minute presentation (again, with comments it’ll end up being more like 15 minutes). For those doing this in pairs, you will either prepare two ten minute presentations, one early and one later in the semester, or one larger 20 minute presentation.

Given that classes moved online now, presentations will be done over Zoom. It’s quite easy to present a slideshow over zoom. You would essentially just share your screen (there is a button in the bottom, middle, of the screen to do this). Then, on your computer, you would just go through
your slides. Just be sure to close any browser tabs you don’t want to use to see ;). If you are at all nervous about how this works, then please zoom me or someone in the class and you can practice.

I will provide you with a presentation score out of 5, along with feedback, via email upon request. Unless there was something odd about your presentation, I don’t anticipate emailing you with feedback. But I am happy to give it anytime if you just let me know! Also happy to chat about presentation strategy.

This score out of 5 will only reflect the organization of your presentation and will not be based on the content. I am not grading you on how well your ideas for your project are solidified. The presentation is more for you to get feedback. Better organizing your presentation and ensuring it covers the main points is important to getting feedback. Given that I am not grading you on having a complete/finalized idea, there is no incentive to present later when your idea is more developed. In fact, I will be more lenient to those who present early. You should present when you feel like you can craft a good presentation that would elicit feedback from me and the class. That said, please only present when you’ve at least discussed the idea with me since I won’t want you using the presentation to get feedback on your first idea. Send me a pitch first please!

The remaining 5 points of your presentation score will be based on a reflection statement that you will submit using this form: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSezZQ7Pwf8WtzUa9jPttIN2QnB?Em-nr Viewform This statement will discuss your thoughts regarding the proposed research and your presentation and what you think you should change. You can submit this anytime after your presentation, but within a few days is ideal. The ideal time to submit this form reflection is after you’ve reflected on the presentation and what your next steps might be. I do not have a rubric for how I am grading the reflection statement. I don’t anticipate anyone doing poorly on this so long as they think about and answer the questions.

Providing Feedback on the Presentations of Other Students

During the presentation, students are encouraged to ask questions (preferably by typing them into the chat or by using the “raise hand” feature on zoom, but you can also speak up). We will follow the common approach in economics of asking questions throughout the presentation if the question is relevant or clarifying. Often if you are confused about something, then others are as well, and by asking the question you may help clarify everything for the audience. I would save more general questions to the end.

After the presentation, please submit a feedback form. The URL for this is: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSezGnhHTP7mIB8cmQVnLVUs-IPBB4Jy9KNNPedQygzDiQJg/viewform You are not required to submit this for every student, would we would appreciate that. I would like you to submit this for at least five presentations, and I have made five in-class activities for this. Thank you in advance for providing helpful comments to your peers!

You can see the feedback by looking at this spreadsheet: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1tiLWK_ju3j7CyFBR51_zXHRnCGE7D69xvUKfDR3s/edit?usp=sharing This is the most efficient way to distribute the feedback. You will need to search through this using your name to find the feedback about your presentation (note that some people might spell your name wrong by accident).

Activities

Research shows that students learn better when professors adopt some “active learning”, which means the students do something other than just passively listen to lecture. I will thus have some in-class activities, and a few out of class minor homework activities that you will do. I will grade
these quickly, mostly giving full points if well executed, taking a point or two off if there are major issues, or giving zero points if the activity was not done. Not all activities will be for points, although points should not be your motivation for doing the activities. For example, one activity I often give is practice exam questions, which I randomly assign everyone and have them do on a Google Doc. I will not be tracking or policing who did which questions, as I know that if any students don’t do their assigned questions then they will look bad to me and their classmates, which is enough of a disincentive.

Regrading

Students may ask that an exam or assignment be regraded if they feel that a mistake has been made, by giving the TA (for the Stata problem sets) or me (for everything else) a request via email explaining the reasoning behind why there was a grading error. Students can also raise the issue in a meeting with the TA or me, although we will not immediately do the regrading then and there (we will follow up with you via email after considering your situation further). Please do not come up to me before, during, or after class to ask me to regrade a question unless it is simply an addition error. I cannot and will not re-grade “on the spot” (except for addition errors) as I need more time to carefully consider your situation.

If we do decide to regrade the assignment or exam, then the entire item will be regraded. After regrading, the grade may rise or fall. Students who are fishing for points typically have no change on average, although some have had scores go down. Those with legitimate concerns sometimes get an increase. Please note that regrading will only be available for students who take their exams in pen (as opposed to in pencil) (this point only relevant if we move back to in-person exams).

Additional Flexibility and Support During the COVID-19 Crisis

The most important thing right now is that you are secure and your mental and physical health is supported. If I can do anything to support you, please let me know. I may have resources available if you suddenly lose income, access to housing, or food. I am in a rather privileged position and would be glad to help with no judgement whatsoever. I want to reduce any barriers to learning, and I imagine it’s hard to learn if you face a huge loss in income, etc. My Venmo is @Patrick-Button if you ever want to him me up with requests.

You may also just need someone to talk to, or may need more contact to discuss your research or academic plans, given that contact may be limited right now. I would be delighted to help you out with any of this, although I cannot do anything in person.

Given the current crisis, many of you may find it difficult to attend class regularly or complete assignments, etc, “on time”. I can be flexible about almost everything and I can work out a plan with you to make things up, extend deadlines, or take exams later. Please get in touch with me if you need any adjustments. For example, I usually won’t have any concerns about delaying deadlines into the summer, especially for the research proposal.

Course Schedule

- Problem Set 1 (due on Tuesday Feb. 4)
- Midterm 1 (Tuesday Feb. 11 from 2–3:15 P.M.)
- Midterm 2 (Tuesday Mar. 24 from 2–3:15 P.M.)
– Problem Set 2 (due on Thursday Apr. 2)
– Optional Problem Set 3 (due on Saturday May 9 unless you make alternative arrangements)
– Problem Set 4 (due Friday May 8)
– Final Exam (Saturday May 9 from 1 P.M. – 5 P.M.)
– Research Proposal (due Saturday May 9 unless you make alternative arrangements)

Class presentations will be scheduled later, sometime after Mardi Gras, unless any students prefer to present earlier. Problem set deadlines are subject to change.

Readings and Rough Schedule

This is a list of topics covered in the course and the related readings. Readings other than the main textbooks will be available in PDF format on the course Canvas page (or I will send them to you another way). This schedule and reading list is subject to change. I anticipate making changes as we approach certain topics, as I may make tweaks that allow you to be focus on more important readings. I will notify you of any changes. I will update the syllabus on Canvas is I make any changes.

This list of readings is obviously too long for you to read thoroughly just in this course. The goal of this list is to make you aware of important classic reference prices (denoted with “C”), practitioners guides (“P”), technical pieces (“T”), and notable application papers (“A”). Papers with “J” are ones you won’t have to read: you’ll read one of the papers in the set and you will “teach” that paper to classmates, and they will teach their assigned papers to you. It’s a quick way for you to see multiple examples. We will be doing this when I want to expose you to lots of examples without forcing you to read lots of papers.

Don’t get freaked about by the number of readings on the syllabus. You’ll probably only read half of the papers on the syllabus. And when I say “read”, usually you’ll be focusing on the introduction and conclusion. In few cases will you need to intimately know everything about a paper - usually it’s all about getting the takeaway.

For the half you don’t read, you may want to read them later. This syllabus is also a guide to you later as you start using causal inference techniques. If you end up using a particular technique in your research later, I urge you to come back to this syllabus to take a look at the other methods papers that are listed here but that we couldn’t cover in class. It is important for you to use up-to-date methodology in your research as otherwise you might be seen as lacking when you go on the job market (this has been discussed recently on #EconTwitter, with some economists saying that recent job market candidates who didn’t incorporate the recent DiD literature were doing poorly).

In coming up with this list of papers, I acknowledge the support of my former professors (Marianne Bitler, now at UC Davis, and Christopher “Kitt” Carpenter, now at Vanderbilt) as they came up with useful lists of papers that I still use as references. I also acknowledge the support Keith Finlay (former faculty here) who taught this course previously and had his own list of papers. I also thank many economists and researchers who contribute to #EconTwitter who helped me crowd-source some new papers e.g., Scott Cunningham - causalinf), especially recent difference-in-differences methodology papers.

I will stress in class or by email which papers you will need to read, how much of them to read (e.g., in-depth versus skim), and by when. Generally I expect you to have read or skimmed the papers before class and again sometime after. As a rough guide, the more *’s I include in front of the paper, the more important it is. Any paper with two **’s will almost surely be required reading. Papers with one * are more likely to be important ones that you should at least skim, focusing
on the intro and conclusion (and maybe the application section if it’s a technical paper with an application) so you can intuitively understand the technique and the rationale for it. Reading all the proofs in papers is not important, unless you want to do pure econometrics research (i.e. developing methods), which I doubt.

The papers without *’s are still useful or important, but they are more likely ones that you’d refer back to if you were to use the methodology in your own work. Or these are example papers if you want to see the technique in action again. It may be good to know a few examples of techniques in action as you can use them in examples during exams or in your own research. These readings could change, but I will keep you advised of any changes.

All readings are on Canvas, under “Files” then “Readings” and then sub-folders from there.

Schedule of Topics:

**Introduction to the Course (1 class)**

- Overview of the course
- My course vs. Prof. Long’s and Prof. Denteh’s courses
- Using Mendeley to organize papers and create a bibliography
- Work-life balance and mental health
  - **MHE Ch. 1, 2
  - **MM Ch. 1
  - *Mixtape Pages 1 to 80
  - **Causal Inference Pages 1 to 27 (good overview of basic statistics and basic commands in Stata)
  - *Causal Inference Pages 38 to 44 (check this over if you need a refresher on concepts like bias, consistency, and mean squared error)
  - *Causal inference bootcamp for high school and undergraduate students: [https://mattmasten.github.io/bootcamp/](https://mattmasten.github.io/bootcamp/)

**Introduction to Causal Inference (1 class)**

- The fundamental problem of causal inference
- Overview of methods
  - **MM Ch. 2
  - **MHE Ch. 3 (read everything but instead of a full read, skim 3.1.1., 3.1.2., skip 3.3 for now, also skip 3.4.2, 3.4.3, and 3.5 for now)
  - *Scott Cunningham’s Causal Inference Mixtape: [https://scunning.com/cunningham_mixtape.pdf](https://scunning.com/cunningham_mixtape.pdf) (do a “heavier” skim of pages 81 – 103, this provides another presentation of the content from MHE)
  - *C,P - Imbens and Wooldridge [2009] (Overview of causal inference)
  - **Causal Inference Pages 46 to 56 (The fundamental problem of causal inference. Great overview of when bias can occur.)
Regression Control (1 class)

- Can we use regression to do causality?
- Controlling for observables (i.e. “kitchen sink” OLS)
- Selection on Observables vs. Selection on Unobservables
- Other cautionary tales (omitted variables, measurement error, simultaneity)
  - *C - Angrist and Krueger (1999) (Has a great discussion of regression control and how useful/not useful it is)
  - *C - Freedman (1991) (A classic overview of why regression doesn’t guarantee causality)
  - **A - Krueger (1993) (A problematic example of selection on unobservables)
  - **A - DiNardo and Pischke (1997) (Critiques the above “kitchen sink” OLS paper)
  - **A - Black et al. (2003) (A great example of selection on observables)

Binary Dependent Variables (1 class)

- Linear probability model (LPM) vs. probit vs. logit
- Bias and inconsistency in LPM
- Marginal effects
- Estimation in Stata
  - **Most intro econometrics textbooks have a good and more accessible section on binary dependent variables. I suggest you read that chapter. If you don’t have a good undergraduate econometrics text, talk to your classmates in economics who can help.
  - **Causal Inference Pages 27 to 30 (some coverage of LPM, logit, and probit)
  - **P - Slides on LPM by Jonah Simmons: https://slideplayer.com/slide/8654838/
  - **P - A short, accessible, overview by Andrew Dustan that covers a bit of all the topics in this section: https://are.berkeley.edu/courses/EEP118/fall2010/section/13/Section%2013%20Handout%20Solved.pdf
  - **P - A nice, accessible, overview by Paul von Hippel: https://statisticalhorizons.com/linear-vs-logistic
  - **P - Estimation in Stata and some intuition, via UCLA’s Statistical Consulting office: https://stats.idre.ucla.edu stata/output/logistic-regression-analysis/
(Logit) and Probit
(FYI they have many useful guides to Stata and common statistics issues!)

- **P,T - Williams (2012) (Using the margins command in Stata. Also explains average marginal effects and marginal effects at the mean)
- P,T - Bartus (2005) (Useful for its explanation of average marginal effects versus marginal effects at the mean. The Stata code being used is a bit out of date since the “new” command “margins” is now used. So the above article would probably be better)
- When is LPM ok? Applied researchers and econometricians debate it out.
- Usually econometricians/statistician say to almost never use LPM. Usually applied and empirical researchers say “it depends”
- What I want to focus on here is weighting those downsides with some of the benefits of the LPM and what is used in practice, and why.
  - *T - Horrace and Oaxaca (2006) (one of the best, short, articles that discusses the bias and inconsistency issues of the LPM)
  - *P - Dave Giles argues why one should avoid the LPM: https://davegiles.blogspot.com/2012/06/another-gripe-about-linear-probability.html (TL;DR: Don’t use LPM except in a few specific circumstances. Here all the reasons why not, including bias in marginal effects. I don’t care about the minor benefits of LPM you bring up. The issues are severe.)
  - *P - Jörn-Steffen Pischke responds to some of Dave Giles’ critiques: http://www.mostlyharmlesseconometrics.com/2012/07/probit-better-than-lpm/ (TL;DR: The bias from LPM is less of an issue wrt estimating marginal effects, which is what we usually care about. LPM works fine for saturated models (lots of fixed effects, say, e.g., panel DiD regressions). Generally, LPM isn’t bad and logit and probit aren’t necessarily the true model.)
  - *P - Jed Friedman discusses the debate between the two above: https://blogs.worldbank.org/impactevaluations/whether-to-probit-or-to-probe-it-in-defense-of-the-linear-probability-model (TL;DR: Is more sympathetic to LPM, and highlights that if the predicted probabilities fall well within 0 and 1 then it’s probably fine. Again highlights Pischke’s point that even if the effects are non-linear, logit and probit aren’t necessarily the ”correct” non linear models.)

**Standard Errors, Clustering, Bootstrapping, and Weighting (2 classes)**

- “Raw” standard errors vs.”Robust” standard errors
- Clustering and the Moulton factor
  - **MHE Ch. 8.2 (pages 308 to 315)
  - *C,T - Moulton (1990) (Classic paper that introduces the clustered standard errors issue)
  - **T,P - Cameron and Miller (2015) (Practitioner’s guide to cluster-robust inference. Skip “few clusters” and “extensions” sections for now)
  - **T,P - Abadie et al. (2017) (Newer paper on when to cluster)
- Two-way / multi-way clustering
- *T - Cameron, Gelbach and Miller (2011) (Multi-way clustering. Important if you have two different non-nested clusters. E.g., you need to cluster on state since you have panel data, but you also need to cluster spatially)
- *P - Tom Zimmerman has a useful blog post on two-way clustering in Stata: http://tomzimmermann.net/2018/08/22/two-way-clustering-in-stata/
- As for how to do two-way/multi-way clustering in Stata, check out ivreg2, cgm-reg, or reghdfe Stata programs. All three programs can do it but they have some slight differences.
- Weighting
  - **P,T - Solon, Haider and Wooldridge (2015) (Very helpful reference that discusses why/when weighting should be done. The go-to paper that is a crucial read.)
- Asymptotics vs. bootstrapping
  - **MHE Ch. 8.2 (pages 293 to 308)
  - ** Wooldridge (2010) Ch. 12.8.2
  - *C,T - MacKinnon (2002) (Another useful overview of the bootstrap. This one is probably easier to read. Skip section 5 since that isn’t that important for what I want you to focus on.)

** Introduction to Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) (1 class)

- DAGs are a way to visually show how variables interact and what your research design is.
- DAGs are common in other fields but are only now becoming popular in economics.
- Economics uses more of the “Rubin Causal Framework” right now, which is what you see in the MHE textbook, but also in Mixtape pages 81 to 104.
  - ** Mixtape (pages 67 to 80)
  - ** Imbens (2019) (pages 1 to 24 for now)
  - ** Steiner et al. (2017) (skip sections on IV, RD, and propensity score matching until we get to those sections)

** Instrumental Variables (3 classes)

- IV as a possible solution to omitted variables, endogeneity, and measurement error
- Identifying assumption: exclusion restrictions
- Weak instruments
- IV in the context of the classical experiment
- Non-compliance and the local average treatment effect (LATE)
- Background and Introduction
- *MHE Ch. 4
- **MM Ch. 3
- **Mixtape: Instrumental Variables (pages 205 to 243)
- **Causal Inference Pages 83 to 104 (A nice, accessible, overview of IV)
- ** Christopher Baum’s slides on IV. Helpful overview and discusses how to estimate IV in Stata: [https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Christopher_Baum2/publication/4923008_Using_instrumental_variables_techniques_in_economics_and_finance/links/02bfe50f6008716fed000000.pdf](https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Christopher_Baum2/publication/4923008_Using_instrumental_variables_techniques_in_economics_and_finance/links/02bfe50f6008716fed000000.pdf)
- *P - Bollen (2012) (A nice, accessible, overview of IV)
- * Steiner et al. (2017) (sections on IV)
- *C,P - Angrist and Krueger (2001) (Important overview of how IV is used)
- *C - Rosenweig and Wolpin (2000) (Similar to the above)
- *P - Nichols (2007) (Good coverage of DiD, IV, and RD with Stata examples)
- C,T - Angrist, Imbens and Rubin (1996) (Foundational paper that discusses IV and assumptions, etc, required for it)
- **P,T - Baum, Schaffer and Stillman (2007) (Discusses the “iv2reg” Stata program)
- T - Imbens (2014) (An econometrician’s perspective on the statistics literature on IV. Helpful as a summary of the stats literature on this topic, which is often harder to understand.)

- Weak IVs: issues and what to do about it
  - **P,T - Andrews, Stock and Sun (2019) (Recent paper with up-to-date advice on what to do regarding weak IVs, especially when there are other common concerns like heteroskedasticity and clustering)
  - **P,T - Pflueger and Wang (2015) (Weak IV tests in Stata)
  - T - Swanson et al. (2018) (Excellent resource and summary article for IV with binary variables)
  - C,T - Bound, Jaeger and Baker (1995) (Classic paper on weak IVs)
  - C,T - Staiger and Stock (1997) (Another classic paper on weak IVs)
  - T - Flores-Lagunes (2007) (Weak IV bias in finite samples)
  - P,T - Finlay and Magnusson (2009) (Weak IV test - “rivtest” - in Stata)

- IVs and the Local Average Treatment Effect (LATE)
  - T - Angrist and Fernandez-val (2013) (ExtrapoLATEing the LATE to a larger population using covariates)
  - T - Mogstad, Santos and Torgovitsky (2018) (Another paper on trying to learn about the broader ATE)

- Evaluating examples of IVs – Activity
  - Which IVs seem to meet the exclusion restriction?
- Which IVs might be weak?
- Which IVs provide a useful (or less useful) LATE? I.e. to what extent are the results externally valid?
  
**P** - Twitter thread on the “Huh?” test for the IV, via Andrew Heiss and Scott Cunningham: [https://twitter.com/andrewheiss/status/1193927703818227712](https://twitter.com/andrewheiss/status/1193927703818227712)

- A,J - Anderson and Matsa (2011) (Casual effect of fast-food restaurants on obesity)
- A,J - Bhalotra and Clarke (2019) (Are twin births a good IV for number of children?)
- A,J - Algan et al. (2017) (Political science-ish paper that uses a Bartik “shift-share” instrument)
- A,J - Levitt (2016) (Extremely influential and cool “coin toss” nudge paper)
- A,J - von Hinke et al. (2016) (Using genetic markers as an IV)
- C,A,J - Angrist and Lavy (1999) and the replication, Angrist et al. (2017) (Classic paper using class-size rules as an IV)

- Measurement error and IVs
  
  - *C,T - Hyslop and Imbens (2001) (Classical paper on measurement error and IVs)
  - T - This Twitter thread by Vitor Possebom (PossebomVitor) has a useful discussion of recent research on applying partial identification to measurement error. Focuses on binary variables that have measurement error: [https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1203029622893486080.html](https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1203029622893486080.html)

- Bartik “shift-share” instruments
  
  - My goal for you here is that you have a sense of what this IV is and how it’s constructed, so that you can (1) understand when it is used and (2) think about how it could be used in a possible paper.
  - *P - Goldsmith-Pinkham, Sorkin and Swift (2019) (Recent popular paper that walks you though this IV)
  - A - Borusyak, Hull and Jaravel (2019) (Similar to the above)
  - A - Algan et al. (2017) (Political science-ish paper that uses a Bartik “shift-share” instrument)

- Other interesting IV methodology papers
  
  - Most of these are working papers. They will be important to watch.
  - T - Das and Polachek (2019) (Recent paper to watch. Suggests a sort of “reverse IV” as an alternative to traditional IVs.)
– T - Young (2019) (Working paper that makes some bold claims about how IVs have been used in practice. Generally has a negative view about IV.)

– T - Lewbel (2012) (IV in mismeasured regressor models, triangular systems, and simultaneous equation systems)


### Experiments (2 classes)

– Intent-to-Treat (ITT) vs. Treatment-on-the-Treated (TOT)

– Compliance rates

– Balance/Randomization tests
  
  – **Causal Inference Pages 44 to 45 (overview of experiments)
  
  – **A - Ludwig et al. (2012) (One of the many papers on Moving to Opportunity. A good summary piece because it’s so short.)

– Examples of Experiments: Moving to Opportunity, Tennessee STAR, field experiments, health insurance experiments
  
  – A,J - Krueger (1999) (Notable experiment looking at classroom size and academic outcomes)
  
  – A,J - Manning et al. (1987) (Notable health insurance experiment)
  
  – A,J - Finkelstein et al. (2012) (Notable health insurance experiment)
  
  – A,J - Flory et al. (2019) (Increasing diversity in hiring through diversity language in job ads)

– Actual “natural” experiments (exploiting unintentional randomization)

– Technically these are IV but have a strong “experimental” flavor and I wanted to highlight them.

  – A,J - Maestas, Mullen and Strand (2013) (Effect of Social Security Disability Insurance on employment)
  
  
  – A,J - Sacerdote (2001) (Solves the “Manski reflection problem”, i.e. endogenous choice of peers)
  
  – A,J - Bhuller et al. (2016) (Using random assignment to picky or less picky judges to determine the effect of incarceration on recidivism)

– Field experiments

  – Brief into on lab vs field experiments

  – Brief intro on audit field experiments

  – A,J - Neumark, Burn and Button (2019) (My recent audit field experiment using resumes, studying age discrimination in hiring)

  – A,J - Giulietti, Tonin and Vlassopoulos (2019) (Racial discrimination in access to local services)
- A.J. Butler and Broockman (2011) (Do political representatives racially discriminate against constituents?)
- Lab Experiments
  - *P - Falk and Heckman (2009) (Overview of lab experiments in economics)

Difference-in-Differences (6 classes)

- This is the largest and most important part of the course. About half of causal inference papers use a DiD over other strategies. This is largely because most policy examinations allow for a DiD but not other approaches.
- The DiD methodology literature is evolving quickly, with some major papers written on it in the last few years. It is not possible for me to cover all these papers in this course. I will do my best to give you a solid understanding of DiD and what I think the best practices now are. But I strongly urge you to read more of these papers and follow the evolution of the methodology literature if you end up doing a DiD paper. You will need to be using something close to best practices in your dissertation research. You may not not be able to rely on your dissertation advisers to tell you what the best methodology to use is. Some professors are up-to-date and some are not at all. PhD candidates when they go on the job market are expected to be using the most up-to-date methodologies, and often more senior researchers learn about the new methods because the fresh PhD candidates/graduates are using them.

- Summary and Background Readings
  - **Wooldridge (2010) Ch. 10 (intro to panel methods)
  - **MHE Ch. 5
  - **MM Ch. 5
  - **P - Zeldow and Hatfield (2019) (Good applied overview, with applications to health policy. [https://diff.healthpolicydatascience.org/](https://diff.healthpolicydatascience.org/))
  - **Mixtape: Panel Data and Difference in Differences Chapters (Pages 245 to 286)
  - **Causal Inference Pages 71 to 82 (A nice, accessible, overview of panel methods and DiD)
  - **C - Meyer (1995) (Good coverage of DiD)
  - **P - Nichols (2007) (Good coverage of DiD but also IV and RD)
  - ** Twitter thread by Daniel Millimet (dlmillimet) on why it’s very important for you to strive to use the must up-to-date methods in DiD, especially given recent developments: [https://twitter.com/dlmillimet/status/1175152198558240768](https://twitter.com/dlmillimet/status/1175152198558240768)
  - Intro to DiD
  - Benefits of a triple difference (Difference-in-Difference-in-Differences - DiDiD or DDD)
  - Fundamental DiD assumption of parallel trends
– What happens when parallel trends is violated?
  – *C,A - Acemoglu and Angrist 2001 (A classic DD paper, but with problematic methodology)
  – **A - Button 2018 (Critiques Acemoglu and Angrist 2001 and provides an excellent example of DiD vs. DiDiD, an event study, and the importance of controlling for group-specific time trends.)

– Endogeneity of Policies, Bias, and an Introduction to Parallel Trends

– Another DiD assumption - the Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption (SUTVA)
  – *C - Besley and Case 2000 (Issues with endogeneity of policies)
  – **A - Button 2019 (An application that thoroughly explores endogeneity and DiD assumptions, including SUTVA)

– Introduction to Clustering, Standard Errors, and Inference in DiD
  – A re-cap of the clustering issue and multi-way clustering, but in a DiD context
  – **MHE Ch. 8
  – *C,T - Bertrand, Duflo and Mullainathan 2004 (One of the most cited papers in economics and applied statistics. Brought up the issue that we need to cluster standard errors - or similar - at the “level of policy variation” in DiD studies.)
  – **C,T,P - Cameron and Miller 2015 (Guide to cluster-robust inference. Good to re-read, but again skip “few clusters” and “extensions” for now)
  – *T - Cameron, Gelbach and Miller 2011 (Multi-way clustering. Important if you have two different non-nested clusters. E.g., you need to cluster on state since you have panel data, but you also need to cluster spatially)

– Inference with Few Treated Clusters
  – **C,T,P - Cameron and Miller 2015 (Now read the “Few clusters” section for a summary of this literature)
  – **C,T,P - Donald and Lang 2007 (Important paper that makes clear how a DiD with only two groups can be problematic)
  – **P - Roodman et al. 2019 (Discusses the Stata program “bootest” which allows for wild cluster bootstrapping in many contexts)
  – *C,T - Cameron, Gelbach and Miller 2008 (Bootstrapping to improve inference when there are few clusters)
  – *T - Conley and Taber 2011 (The paper that introduced “Conley-Taber confidence intervals”. Required when there are fewer than ten treated clusters but at least 20 or so clusters total.)
  – *T - Mackinnon and Webb 2019 (Applies randomization inference to the situation of few treated clusters in a DiD. Presents a more accessible summary of randomization inference. Like Conley and Taber 2011, won’t work if there are fewer than about 20 clusters total.)
  – T - MacKinnon and Webb 2018 (Similar to the above paper but less specific to DiD)
  – T - Mackinnon and Webb 2017 (Similar to the above paper but deals with clusters
that differ significantly in size (some clusters have lots of observations while others
do not))

- Group-Specific Time Trends and the Parallel Trends Assumption
cid=SHR_BlogSiteShare_EN_EXT
  - **T - Mora and Reggio (2019)** (A clear presentation of the assumptions behind
    “parallel paths” in the DiD)
    divorce rates)
  - *C,A,P - Wolfers (2006)** (Critiques the paper above by showing how sensitive the
    results are to estimated group-specific time trends)
  - **T - Kahn-Lang and Lang (2019)** (Important reflections on issues that arise in a
    DiD)
  - *A,T - Meer and West (2016)** (Raises the issue of if the treatment effect would ap-
    pear in levels or in growth, and how time trends could attenuate estimates.)
  - **T - Freyaldenhoven, Hansen and Shapiro (2019)** (Suggests a novel way to net out
    pre-trends)
  - T - Roth (2019)** (Doing a pre-test for parallel pre-trends is problematic)
  - T - Rambachan and Roth (2019)** (Suggests a more “honest” way to deal with pre-
    trends)

- Some examples of dosage design / treatment intensity
  - C,A - Bleakley (2007)** (Classic paper showing huge short and long term effects of a
    campaign to eradicate hookworm in the American South)
  - A - Argys et al. (2017)** (Effects of losing public health insurance on financial dis-
    tress)

- Event Study (a.k.a. Staggered Adoption Design)
  - *A - Button (2018) and Button (2019)** (Previously covered papers, include event
    study figures)
  - A - Reber (2005)** (A very clear demonstration of the event study, which lets you
    visualize time trends)
  - C - Jacobson, Lalonde and Sullivan (1993)** (Classic reference/example of an event
    study)
  - A,C - McCrary (2007)** (Another somewhat classic and great example)
  - T - Abraham and Sun (2019)** (Treatment effect heterogeneity makes previous event
    studies hard to interpret)
  - T - Borusyak and Jaravel (2017)** (Raises concerns about the common methodology
    used in event studies. An important paper to watch.)
  - T - Abraham and Sun (2019)** (Treatment effect heterogeneity makes previous event
    studies hard to interpret)
– Introduction of Synthetic Control (SC)
  – Introduction and comparison to a more “standard” DiD
  – **C,P,T - Abadie, Diamond and Hainmueller (2010) (The paper that introduced this technique)
  – **Mixtape: Synthetic Control (Pages 287 to 314)
  – T - Gardeazabal and Vega-Bayo (2017) (Paper comparing synthetic control to DiD, generally finds that synth is better if it can provide a good fit)
  – A - Cavallo et al. (2013) (Notable application to studying the effects of natural disasters)
  – A - Billmeier and Nannicini (2013) (Notable application to studying the the effects of economic liberalization episodes)

– Synthetic control with multiple treated groups
  – A,T - Dube and Zipperer (2016) (Application to minimum wages)
  – A,T - Kreif et al. (2016) (Application to health economics - hospital P4P schemes and mortality)

– Covariates and synthetic control
  – T - Kaul et al. (2017) (Never use all pre-period outcome variables together with controls)
  – T - Botosaru and Ferman (2017) (More discussion/analysis of covariates in synthetic control)

– Other methodological improvements in synthetic control since Abadie, Diamond and Hainmueller (2010)
  – A,T - Eliason and Lutz (2018) (Constructing synthetic control weights when you have more than one outcome variable)
  – *T - Arkhangelsky et al. (2019) (Introduces Synthetic DiD [SDiD], a superior combination of SC and DiD. Hopefully Stata/R code is made available so that this technique can become common practice. Seems like this may become the standard over the more “classic” synthetic control.)
  – T - Athey et al. (2018) (Matrix completion methods applied to DiD. A good paper to watch to see if code gets created to do this, such that this technique becomes more standard.)
  – T - Ben-Michael, Feller and Rothstein (2018) (Introduces augmented synthetic control, which can reduce bias, and introduces the R package “augsynth”. Consider adopting this approach if you use synthetic control.)
  – T - Ferman, Pinto and Possebon (2020) (Discusses specification searching (“cherry picking”) in SC and how to avoid it)

– The Bacon Decomposition
  – While it’s still hard to say where the DiD methodology will settle - i.e., which methods written about recently will become standard - it seems like it will be the Bacon decomposition. Even if a clear standard methodology does not form, this is a significant and popular methodological improvement that is one of the easiest to use, thanks to help-
ful Stata code and additional writing by Andrew Goodman-Bacon and others using his approach.

- **T - Goodman-Bacon (2019a)** (The DiD estimator is a weighted combination of all 2x2 - two group/two period - DiD estimators)
- **P - Thread by Andrew Goodman-Bacon where he explains the Bacon decomposition:** [https://twitter.com/agoodmanbacon/status/1039126592604303360](https://twitter.com/agoodmanbacon/status/1039126592604303360) See also this other thread by Andrew Goodman-Bacon: [https://twitter.com/agoodmanbacon/status/1154158589323415552](https://twitter.com/agoodmanbacon/status/1154158589323415552)
- **T,P - The Stata command “BACONDECOMP” conducts the “Bacon decomposition” and can be downloaded:** [https://ideas.repec.org/c/boc/bocode/s458676.html](https://ideas.repec.org/c/boc/bocode/s458676.html) A related Stata journal article is likely forthcoming so watch this space. The help file for the program is pretty good though.
- **P - Blog post where Andrew Baker provides a more accessible summary of a DiD that has more than two time periods and more than two groups:** [https://andrewcbaker.netlify.com/2019/09/25/difference-in-differences-methodology/](https://andrewcbaker.netlify.com/2019/09/25/difference-in-differences-methodology/)
- **A - Twitter thread where Andrew Baker replicates a paper using the Bacon decomposition and other methods:** [https://twitter.com/Andrew___Baker/status/1212136421974110209](https://twitter.com/Andrew___Baker/status/1212136421974110209)
- **A - Hill, Slusky and Ginther (2019)** (A newer DiD that incorporates some recent methodologies, such as Goodman-Bacon (2019a))

- Fuzzy DiD
  - A DiD where treatment is not binary - e.g., partial or gradual exposure to the treatment.
  - **C,A - Duflo (2001)** (An example of a fuzzy DiD)
  - **T - de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille (2018)** (Critiques the Wald-DID method and suggests two better alternatives)
  - **T,P - de Chaisemartin, D’Haultfoeuille and Guyonvarch (2019)** (Information on the “fuzzydid” Stata program that you can download: [https://ideas.repec.org/c/boc/bocode/s458549.html](https://ideas.repec.org/c/boc/bocode/s458549.html))

- Additional recent technical papers that you’ll want to possibly adopt if you do a DiD paper. These papers are mostly working papers and it will be important to see how the published versions differ, and to what extent these papers get incorporated into common practice. You may be left in the dust if you can’t keep up with this breaking work. We don’t have time to get into these papers so you’ll want to take a look at them later as you continue working on your own DiD papers.
  - **T - Athey and Imbens (2018)** (Applies design-based analysis to a DiD setting)
– T - Callaway and Sant’Anna (2019) (Proposes a new and improved DiD estimation strategy)
– T - Keele et al. (2019) (Develops a sensitivity analysis test to determine how much bias would be necessary to change a study’s conclusions)
– T - Kropko and Kubinec (2017) (Why the two-way fixed effects model is difficult to interpret)
– T - Manski and Pepper (2018) (A notable application that applies bounded variation to DiD)
– T - Miller and Ulrich (2019) (Introduces the issue of selection into identification in DiD)
– T - Roth (2019) (Doing a pre-test for parallel pre-trends is problematic. Develops a pre-testing correction.)
– T - Sant’Anna and Zhao (2018) (Suggests combining inverse probability weighted estimators with ones that deal with treatment effect heterogeneity)
– T - Xu (2017) (Incorporates the interactive fixed effects model into the synthetic control. Had a good discussion in the introduction of the pre-trends issue and how it has been dealt with.)
– T - Zimmert (2018) (On DiD estimation with common trends that are controlled for with covariates. Discusses a more efficient way to estimate this.)
– T - Dobson et al. (2018) (Dealing with heterogeneous treatment effects)
– T - Abraham and Sun (2019) (Treatment effect heterogeneity makes previous event studies hard to interpret)

– Some other helpful or interesting DiD examples (not covered in class)
– C,A - Gruber (1994) (One of the first DiDIs)
– A - Bitler and Carpenter (2016) (An excellent DiD)
– A - Greenstone, Hornbeck and Moretti (2010) (Effect of million dollar plants on agglomeration spillovers. Uses a unique method to come up with a relatively good control group.)
– A - Madrian (1994) (A DiD without a time dimension. Treatment based on the intersection of two different groups.)

– Matching and DiD/Synthetic Control - Important papers to watch to see how these techniques develop
– A,T - Deryugina, MacKay and Reif (2018) (An innovative application that tries to better merge synthetic control and DiD using matching)
– T - Daw and Hatfield (2018b) and Daw and Hatfield (2018a) (Bias from regression to the mean in matching DiD estimation)

– Negative weights in DiD (time permitting, check this out later if we don’t have time to cover it)
– Related somewhat to the “Bacon Decomposition”
– T - de Chaisemartin et al. (2019) (One of a few recent papers showing that weights in a DiD can sometimes be negative, leading to incorrect inference. The authors propose a novel estimation strategy that gets around this.)
– T,P - The “did_multipleGT” Stata program: [https://ideas.repec.org/c/boc/bocode/s458643.html](https://ideas.repec.org/c/boc/bocode/s458643.html)
– T,P - Twitter thread summarizing the “did_multipleGT” Stata program: [https://twitter.com/CdeChaisemartin/status/1213188435197906944](https://twitter.com/CdeChaisemartin/status/1213188435197906944)

### Regression Discontinuity Design (RD) (3 classes)

– Introduction and background
– Sharp RD
– RD plots
  – **MHE Ch. 6
  – **MM Ch. 4
  – **Mixtape: Regression Discontinuity Design (Pages 153 to 204)
  – *Causal Inference Pages 105 to 116 (A decent overview with some Stata examples, but other readings are better for the basics)
  – **Steiner et al. (2017) (See DAGs for RD by reading the RD sections)
  – **For all your RD software needs (both Stata and R) see all these RD programs here: [https://sites.google.com/site/rdpackages/home](https://sites.google.com/site/rdpackages/home)
  – **P - Cattaneo, Idrobo and Titiunik (2019) (Ch. 1, 2, and 3) (Most important and helpful reading. This book provides an overview of RD and is a good “how to” guide that is more up-to-date. This is relatively more accessible, too.)
  – **P - Skovron and Titiunik (2015) (Another “practical guide” paper, with more emphasis on Political Science examples. Shares some content with Cattaneo, Idrobo and Titiunik (2019))
  – *P - Lee and Lemieux (2010) (Similar to the above, but a bit out of date given the methodological improvements in the last ten years)
  – P - Imbens and Lemieux (2008) (Similar to the above paper, but not quite as useful)
  – P - Nichols (2007) (Good coverage of DiD, IV, and RD with Stata examples. A bit outdated, Cattaneo, Idrobo and Titiunik (2019) is more up-to-date, as are the other papers by those authors.)
  – T,C - Hahn et al. (2001) (Classic technical RD paper)
  – C - Cook (2008) (Discusses the history of RD in educational psychology, statistics, and economics)
  – C,A - Lee, Moretti and Butler (2004) (Classic paper, used commonly as an example. I ended up replicating this in grad school and it led to two publications, one replication, and one theory paper - Button (2016))
– Current best practices in estimating RD
– The authors Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik (and some other co-authors) have spent a lot of time developing the current standard for RD when the assignment variable is continuous
– Below are a collection of papers that detail the most-to-do methodologies.
– There are a mix of the theoretical papers (where they developed the techniques) and lots of applied papers that are easier to learn from, and that teach you how to estimate this in Stata or R
– **P - Calonico, Idrobo and Titiunik (2019) (Ch. 4)
– **P,T - Calonico, Cattaneo and Farrell (2016) (Useful summary, with a more detailed discussion of their “rdrobust” program, which is also discussed in Ch. 4 of the book above)
– T - Calonico, Cattaneo and Titiunik (2014b) (More technical piece that introduces their approach)
– T,P - Calonico, Cattaneo and Titiunik (2014a) (Older Stata journal article)
– Validating the RD design
– Testing the non-manipulation assumption using a density test of the assignment variable
– Testing the continuity of covariates
– Testing alternative (“fake”) cutoffs as a falsification test
  – **P - Skovron and Titiunik (2015) (Pages 25 and 30)
  – **P - Cattaneo, Idrobo and Titiunik (2019) (Ch. 5 and 6)
  – *T - Frandsen (2017) (parametric test)
– Example of a fuzzy RD
  – **A - Müller and Shaikh (2018) (How does your spouse’s retirement affect your health?)
– Other RD issues
  – Discrete assignment variables, heaping bias, rounding bias, measurement error, parametric model selection, model uncertainty
  – I will briefly summarize, but, due to time constraints, I will probably only get to discussing discrete assignment variables.
  – T - Button (2016) (Why we really don’t know what we’re doing with parametric estimation in RD)
  – T - Gelman and Imbens (2019) (Don’t use high order polynomials with RD)
  – T - Barreca, Lindo and Waddell (2016) (An issue that can come up with discrete assignment variables)
  – T - Dong (2015) (Another issue that can come up with discrete assignment variables)
– T - Pei and Shen (2017) (Discusses the issue of measurement error in the assignment variable)
– T - Bartalotti and Brummet (2017) (Improves the methodology of RD when you have clustered data)
– RD with multiple cutoffs and multiple scores and Geographic Regression Discontinuity Design (GRD)
  – Sometimes you have more than one assignment variable. This occurs for Geographic Regression Discontinuity Design (GRD), where you exploit the fact that policies change discontinuously at borders.
  – **T,P - Keele and Titiunik (2015) (Intro. to using geography with an RD, with applications in Political Science)
  – P - The “rdmulti” package for Stata and R: [https://sites.google.com/site/rdpackages/rdmulti](https://sites.google.com/site/rdpackages/rdmulti)
  – T - Cattaneo et al. (2016) (A more up-to-date paper discussing the multiple score/cutoff issue. Tests different approaches and suggests that sometimes the prior methods were not ideal.)
  – T - Reardon and Robinson (2012) (A very thorough piece. Compares and contrasts five different approaches that can be used.)
  – T - Wong, Steiner and Cook (2013) (Similar to above: compares different approaches)
– RD-DiD (Research designs that combine an RD with a DiD)
  – Will cover briefly so you get the sense of what this methodology looks like
    – *A - Asfaw (2019) (but one good example - on Medicare Part D)
  – Regression Kink Design (RKD)
  – Brief overview so you can see which situations allow you to use an RKD
    – **Mixtape (pages 202 to 204)
    – *T,P - Card et al. (2017) (Great overview paper)
– Comparative Regression Discontinuity Design (CRD)
  – Combines an RD with an untreated (control) group. Useful in the instances where you have one group that gets treated based on an RD, but some other group that you have data on but that doesn’t get treated.
  – C,T - Wing and Cook (2013) (Introduced the technique)
  – T - Tang et al. (2017) (Builds on the above and improves the methodology)
– Other recent technical papers (check these out if you do an RD in the future)
  – Will be important to watch these to see how the methodology improves or how standards change around what to do
    – T,P - Eggers et al. (2018) (Read this if your assignment variable is based on population)
    – T - Calonico et al. (2019) (RD with covariates)
– T - Cattaneo, Titiunik and Vazquez-Bare (2019) (Power calculations using the Stata program “rdsampsi”. Useful if you are going to come up with treatment based on an RD and you want to know how many observations you need.)
– T - Cerulli et al. (2017) (Introduces the concepts of a treatment effect derivative and a complier probability derivative. These measure the stability of the treatment effect. The estimation is easy and can be done in Stata.)
– T - Bartalotti, Calhoun and He (2017) (Suggests a new approach that creates bootstrapped confidence intervals)
– T - Bartalotti and Brummet (2017) (Improves the methodology of RD when you have clustered data)

– More notable RD examples (if you are interested, not covered)
  – These may use some out-of-date methodology but are really interesting or important examples of RD
  – A - Anderson and Magruder (2012) (Do Yelp ratings affect restaurant demand?)
  – A - Carpenter and Dobkin (2009) (Effect of alcohol consumption on mortality - using age and legal drinking age)
  – C,A - Card, Dobkin and Maestas (2009) (Related to above, but effect of Medicare on mortality)
  – A - Matsudaira (2008) (Effects of summer school on educational outcomes)

Propensity Score Matching (1 class)

– Introduction to the technique
  – **Causal Inference Pages 57 to 70 (A nice, accessible, overview of matching)
  – **A - Anderson (2017) (A well-done, modern application of propensity score matching)
  – ** Slides on p-score matching by Vivien Chen and Krissy Zeiser: http://t.edu.jg.com.cn:81/forum/201206/24/bl6b694ff70c/Implementing%20Propensity%20Score%20Matching%20Causal%20Analysis%20with%20Stata%EF%BC%88%E9%87%8D%E8%A6%81%EF%BC%89.pdf
  – ** Steiner et al. (2017) (See DAGs for propensity score by reading the sections that relate to this)
  – *Mixtape: Matching and subclassification Chapter (pages 105 to 151)
  – P - Stata program “PSMATCH2” by Edwin Leuven and Barbara Sianesi: https://econpapers.repec.org/software/bocbocode/S432001.htm
  – C,T - Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) (Classic introduction to propensity score matching)
– P - Abadie et al. (2004) (Conducting matching in Stata)
– P - Caliendo and Kopeinig (2008) (Guidance on doing matching)
– Classic propensity score matching papers which replicate and critique LaLonde (1986) (not covered but take a look at these if using p-score in the future)
– T - Smith and Todd (2005) (Also see the comment from Dehejia and Smith and Todd’s rejoinder in the same issue of the journal.)
– A - Dehejia and Wahba (1999)

Conclusion of the Course (1 class)

– Overview of the course
– The Ten Commandments of Applied Econometrics
– Next steps over the summer
– Discuss the final and comprehensive exam
– **P - Kennedy (2002) (The 10 Commandments of Applied Econometrics)
– *MM Ch 6. (provides a nice overview of most of the causal inference approaches in the course)

Preferred Gender Pronouns

My preferred pronouns are he/him/his. If you’ve never heard of preferred pronouns before, please read this for an introduction: https://www.ccsu.edu/lgbt/files/PreferredGenderPronounsForFaculty.pdf

Thank you to those of you who added your preferred pronouns to your account on Gibson and/or to your email signature! I would appreciate if everyone could add those, regardless of your gender or gender identity. This is helpful for several reasons:

• Members of the Tulane community know which pronouns to use for you, making it more likely that people will use pronouns for you that you prefer.

• It normalizes the use of pronouns. If few people mention preferred pronouns on Gibson or in other contexts (e.g., email signatures) then it stands out more when transgender or gender non-conforming individuals mention them. Cisgender allies can be very helpful by mentioning their preferred pronouns too and helping to normalize this.

For more information on how to add your preferred pronouns to Gibson, or other ways Tulane is working to be more inclusive about preferred pronouns and preferred names, see https://registrar.tulane.edu/preferred-first-name-and-pronoun/faqs If you want to see how you can add pronouns to your email signature, then take a look at my email signature.

Attendance

Students are expected to attend all classes unless they are ill or prevented from attending by exceptional circumstances or because of other important university-level commitments (e.g., sports...
games). Students who find it necessary to miss class are responsible for obtaining notes on material covered in lectures.

Success in this class requires that you attend class regularly. I will regularly cover material that is not in the text or in the assigned readings or I will cover it differently. A lot of the course material is of my own doing and doesn’t have a direct parallel in an assigned reading. In addition, important announcements regarding the course may be made during class.

**ADA and Accessibility Statement**

Any students with disabilities or other needs, who need special accommodations in this course, are invited to share these concerns or requests with the instructor and should contact Goldman Center for Student Accessibility: [http://accessibility.tulane.edu](http://accessibility.tulane.edu) or 504.862.8433.

It is important to me that all students are able to take the course without barriers that could negatively impact learning. I would like to work with students with disabilities who require accommodations to ensure that they feel supported and integrated into the classroom. To ensure that you are able to access the accommodations you need, please discuss your situation with the Goldman Center for Student Accessibility. I will work with their office to ensure that your accommodation needs are met.

**Mental Health**

There are many other barriers to learning that I want to remove. For example, students may experience mental health issues during their time at Tulane. Sometimes these are dealt with formally, such that students work through the Goldman Center to get needed accommodations. But oftentimes these situations appear and haven’t been dealt with in a formal way. As someone who sometimes struggles with mental health issues, I understand how mental health issues can be a significant barrier to the ability to learn. I want to work with students who have situations that may or may not be documented to see what we can do to reduce any barriers to learning and to ensure that students can take care of their health in addition to performing in the course. If you have facing barriers to your learning, please let me know what I can do to help. Coming to me earlier usually allows me to be of better help, but I can attempt to assist at all stages.

**Children in Class**

I applaud all of you who go to graduate school with children! It is difficult to balance academic, work, and family commitments, and I want you to succeed. Here are my policies regarding children in class:

1. All breastfeeding babies are welcome in class as often as necessary.

2. Non-nursing babies and older children are welcome whenever alternate arrangements cannot be made. I understand that babysitters fall through, partners have conflicting schedules, children get sick, and other issues arise that leave parents with few other options.

3. In cases where children come to class, I invite parents/caregivers to sit close to the door so as to more easily excuse yourself to attend to your child’s needs. Non-parents in the class: please reserve seats near the door for your parenting classmates. All students are expected to join with me in creating a welcoming environment that is respectful of your classmates who bring children to class.
4. I understand that sleep deprivation and exhaustion are among the most difficult aspects of parenting young children. The struggle of balancing school, work, childcare, and graduate school is tiring, and I will do my best to accommodate any such issues while maintaining the same high expectations for all students enrolled in the class. Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions of concerns.

(This sub-section adapted from the syllabi of Andrew Heiss and Christopher Jones.)

Title IX

Tulane University recognizes the inherent dignity of all individuals and promotes respect for all people. As such, Tulane is committed to providing an environment free of all forms of discrimination including sexual and gender-based discrimination, harassment, and violence like sexual assault, intimate partner violence, and stalking.

“Lauren’s Promise": I will listen and believe you if someone is threatening or harassing you.

Lauren McCluskey, a 21-year-old honors student athlete, was murdered on Oct. 22, 2018, by a man she briefly dated on the University of Utah campus. We must all take action to ensure that this never happens again.

If you are in immediate danger, call 911.

If you (or someone you know) has experienced or is experiencing the behaviors detailed above, know that you are not alone. Resources and support are available: you can learn more at allin.tulane.edu. Any and all of your communications on these matters will be treated as either “Confidential” or “Private” as explained in below. Please know that if you choose to confide in me I am mandated by the university to report to the Title IX Coordinator, as Tulane and I want to be sure you are connected with all the support the university can offer. You do not need to respond to outreach from the university if you do not want. You can also make a report yourself, including an anonymous report, through the form at tulane.edu/concerns.

Confidential

Except in extreme circumstances, involving imminent danger to one’s self or others, nothing will be shared without your explicit permission.

Counseling & Psychological Services (CAPS): (504) 314-2277 or The Line (24/7): (504) 264-6074
Student Health Center: (504) 865-5255
Sexual Aggression Peer Hotline and Education (SAPHE): (504) 654-9543

Private

Conversations are kept as confidential as possible, but information is shared with key staff members so the University can offer resources and accommodations and take action if necessary for safety reasons.

Case Management & Victim Support Services: (504) 314-2160 or srss@tulane.edu
Tulane University Police (TUPD): Uptown - (504) 865-5911. Downtown - (504) 988-5531
Title IX Coordinator: (504) 314-2160 or msmith76@tulane.edu
Emergency Preparedness and Response

EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION SYSTEM: TU ALERT

In the event of a campus emergency, Tulane University will notify students, faculty, and staff by email, text, and phone call. You were automatically enrolled in this system when you enrolled at the university.

Check your contact information annually in Gibson Online to confirm its accuracy.

RAVE GUARDIAN

- Download the RAVE Guardian app from the App Store
- Communicate with dispatchers silently by selecting “Submit Tip” feature in the app
- Use the Safety Timer feature to alert your “guardian” (TUPD, family, friend) when travelling alone at night

For more information, visit publicsafety.tulane.edu/rave-guardian

ACTIVE SHOOTER / VIOLENT ATTACKER

- **RUN** – run away from or avoid the affected area, if possible
- **HIDE** – go into the nearest room that can be locked, turn out the lights, silence cell phones, and remain hidden until all-clear message is given through TU ALERT
- **FIGHT** – do not attempt this option, except as a last resort

For more information on Active Shooter emergency procedures or to schedule a training, visit emergencyprep.tulane.edu

SEVERE WEATHER

- Follow all TU Alerts and outdoor warning sirens
- Seek shelter indoors until the severe weather threat has passed and an all-clear message is given
- Do not attempt to travel outside if weather is severe
- Monitor the Tulane Emergency website (tulane.edu/emergency/) for university-wide closures during a severe weather event

Update History

I am consistently updating this syllabus to fix errors, clarify readings, and to add additional resources (since this syllabus is also a reference guide). Here is a summary of recent changes:

- **February 1, 2020:** Added Austin Nichols’ free e-book on Causal Inference
- **January 29, 2020:** Updated the weighting sub-section
- **January 27, 2020:** Added section on binary dependent variables (LPM vs. logit vs. probit)
- **January 25, 2020:** Significantly updated the RD section. Added a useful textbook (PDF available) by Cattaneo and co-authors, added multiple score/running variable papers, added regression kink design papers, added some other guides to RD.
- **January 19, 2020:** Added this update history section. Added more Stata resources, fixed some typos, updated student learning outcomes for DiD to reflect more of the newly-added content. Added Scott Cunningham’s mixtape as a required “textbook” and added suggested readings from this to each section of the suggested readings. Added a few other resources.
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